DLC Pro Ref #0038 Nutrition Australia FSS Logo

Visual consistency plays a fundamental role in providing a holistic standard
for the implementation of a corporate identity. Sometimes instructions by
clients, or suppliers, can be subjective, ambiguous or incomplete.
This quick reference guide governs how the colour palette, minimum size
and clear space are applied to the identity and used to produce artwork.

Yoghurt Raspberry Loaf
Do not proceed until it is agreed that:

1. Prior to any reproduction or print production, artwork needs to meet the
technical print and colour specifications, and all other requirements

Great for the canteen, lunchboxes & a good alternative to cupcakes
specific to this project;

2. Prior to any print production of artwork, a good quality proof must be

produced from artwork files and that proof must be checked and approved
by the client;
3. DLC may resupply artwork and logo files, but having asked all parties to
check this artwork carefully, DLC will not be liable for any errors or costs

food smart schools / / www.foodsmartschools.org
resulting from incorrect use of artwork files.

Corporate Swatches

PMS 376C

Nutrition Australia Qld

PMS 3435C

Minimum Size
The minimum size for both the FSS logo and certification mark is 20mm
measured along the logo’s height and scaled proportionally.

Clear Space

Ingredients (serves 10-12)
•
•
•
•
•
•


A clear-space of the x-height of the word ‘schools’ from the logotype must
be maintained on all sides, meaured from each of the farthest edges
of the logos.

1 cup frozen raspberries
½ cup brown sugar
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1 cup 99% fat free Vanilla Yoghurt
1 ¾ cups self raising flour
1/3 cup almond meal
(This ingredient can be omitted for
a nut free version – no substitute
required)

Method

Design Lots Creative © 2011

Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x loaf pan
Measuring cups
Measuring spoons
Mixing bowl
Wooden spoon
Wire Rack
Toothpick or skewer
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Time to Cook : 50 mins

1. Pre-heat oven to 180°C.
2. Spray a loaf pan with oil spray. Line
base and two long sides with baking
paper, allowing overhang.
3. Sift flour and combine all other
ingredients in a large bowl.
4. Spoon into prepared pan and smooth
surface.
5. Bake for approximately 50 min or until
a toothpick or skewer inserted into the
centre, comes out clean.
6. Turn out on wire rack and serve warm or
chilled.

Tip
•• Spoon mixture into a 12 cup muffin
tin and bake for 15-20 mins for muffin
recipe
•• Substitute raspberries for blueberries/
forest fruits mix
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